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POPULATION ESTIMATES THROUGH MOBILE PHONE DATA IN BELGIUM

BASED ON 2011 CENSUS

BASED ON MOBILE PHONE DATA

NEW DATA SOURCES

WEB CRAWLING
WEB SCRAPING
WEB SEARCH ANALYSIS

SOCIAL MEDIA

TELECOM DATA

SENSOR AND GEOSPATIAL
DATA

COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
SCANNER DATA
CREDIT CARD DATA

AND COMBINATIONS OF THESE, ALSO WITH ESTABLISHED SOURCE
SUCH AS CENSUSES, SURVEYS, ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS

VALUE PROPOSITION
Increase the scope and breadth of NSOs’ insights around existing and new metrics
(including those related to the SDGs)
Improve the quality and credibility of NSOs’ data and analysis by merging existing
NSO data sets with new ones that may validate or complete them
Enable more timely and more regular data analysis than data collected by NSO
surveys (“nowcasting”)
Enable NSOs to leverage new (big data) methodologies and tap into new talent thus
allowing them to become more innovative
Decrease NSO costs of analysis by limiting or complementing more expensive surveys

MOTIVATIONS TO SHARE: THE SIX RS BEHIND CORPORATE DATA SHARING

RECIPROCITY

REVENUE

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

RESEARCH & INSIGHTS

REPUTATION

RESPONSIBILITY

BUSINESS MODELS

In-house production
of statistics
Send data
to end-users
Trusted third party

DESCRIPTION AND KEY CHARACTERISTICS

LONG TERM VIEW

EXAMPLES OF STAKEHOLDERS

Telecom operators compute and “sell” key
aggregates based on own algorithms and data

Limited scalability because of need
to understand each end-user’s
requirements

Orange, Telefonica, Proximus

Telecom operators send data to end-users.

Difficult to scale up
as risks are too high

Ad-hoc analyses in case of natural
disaster, research projects (e.g.
Orange with D4D)

Private or public party hosting aggregated data

Allow broad access
to aggregate data

Some players (e.g. Positium)
go into that direction

Users develop their algorithms within the
corporate systems

Allow broad access
to individual data

RIA, Flowminder

Users develop publicly available algorithms and
extract results from corporate system

Allow broad access to 1st layer
algorithms

OPAL, e.g. Orange, universities/
research institutes

Requires setting up the governance, e.g.
standard data format, access
Remote Access
Move algorithms

RISKS & CHALLENGES
Collecting inaccurate, old or “dirty” data
affecting data quality and ability draw
meaningful insights

Insufficient, outdated or inflexible security
provisions creating the potential for data
vulnerabilities or breaches;

Unauthorized or intrusive data collection
potentially leading to privacy harms;

COLLECTION

Incomplete or non-representative
sampling of the universe – e.g.,
ignoring “data invisibles,” or population
segments with a limited data footprint
– potentially leading to non-inclusive
or unrepresentative approaches or
interventions.

Lack of interoperable cultural and
institutional norms and expectations,
creating a difficult environment to
collaborate toward mutual benefit;

Poor problem definition or research
design, potentially leading to data being
analyzed in a way that does not add
value toward the ultimate objective

When data is ultimately put to use, risks emerge
especially from collaborative organizations using
shared data controversially or incongruously in
relation to the original objective for its collection
and/ or the original consent provided by the data
subject (if any). Such risks can have negative
results like the misinterpretation of data, the
re-identification of individual data subjects, and
decisional interference

Lack of data stewardship at both ends to
ensure the responsible use of personally
identifiable information as it travels
across use cases and sectors;

PROCESSING

Aggregation and correlation of
incompatible datasets can create ‘apples
and oranges’ scenarios where the eventual
sharing and analysis of commingled
datasets are doomed for failure.

SHARING

Improper or unauthorized access to
shared data as it passes between
entities, whether by unsanctioned
actors inside or outside of collaborating
organizations;
Conflicting legal jurisdictions and
different levels of security within
collaborating entities, making the
eventual congruous data use difficult.

ANALYZING

Inaccurate data modeling or use the
of biased algorithms, which, like dirty
data at the Collection stage, can lead
to confidence in fundamentally flawed
insights.

USING

8

Additionally, at the Using stage, many of
the risks from previous stages could yield
true, identifiable harms for the first time –
e.g., a negatively impactful policy decision
being made based on faulty data from the
Collection stage.

THE WAY FORWARD

TO ACCELERATE THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF NEW DATA SOURCES FOR STATISTICS
Corporations should consider electing “data stewards” to act as focal points for data access

A network to share experiences and know-how around data sharing and evidence of impact should be created

A repository of case-studies that highlight innovation in sharing practices should be developed

A decision tree to help assess benefits and risks of sharing corporate data should be defined

A standardized safe environment for sharing data without risk of compromising customer privacy should be developed

